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ETHIOPIA BECOME TOP
RECIPIENT OF PRIVATE
EQUITY IN E.AFRICA

Ethiopia

Ethiopia is the biggest recipient of
private equity in eastern Africa.
has

promoted

the

development of industrial parks
focusing on textiles, leather, agroprocessing and pharmaceuticals,
as part of its Vision 2025 that
seeks to make the country a light

16th edition

of

the African

Economic Outlook Report released
early

this

week

said

and

for

major manufacturing firms from

service

China, Ethiopia, Indonesia and the

industries.

United States.” The park aims to

It sets the projected private equity

employ

60,000

people

inflows into Ethiopia this year at 4.4

capacity

and

generate

billion USD compared to Kenya’s

revenue of 1 billion USD per year.

1.3 billion USD.

The

“For

example,

the

the

development blueprint has made

report

cites

at

full

export

another

9

Hawassa

industrial parks that are under

Industrial Park, inaugurated in July

construction or in the pipeline,

2016, was designed and built by a

namely

Chinese corporation and includes

Adama and Kombolcha parks that

35 manufacturing facilities and one

are due to be completed during the

fabric mill, equipped with new and

2016/17 fiscal year.

Dire

Dawa,

Mekelle,

innovative technologies powered
by green energy,” the report stated.
The report

is prepared

by a

consortium of three teams from the

manufacturing hub in Africa.
The

magnet

manufacturing

A UN Report has confirmed that

Ethiopia

a

African Development Bank (AfDB),
the OECD Development Centre
and

the

United

Nations

Development Program (UNDP).
“The park has already attracted 15

CHINA PROVIDES 260
MILLION USD FOR
CONSTRUCTION OF
INDUSTRIAL PARK IN
ADAMA
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China has extended 260 million
USD loan for the construction of an
industrial park to be built in Adama
in cooperation with the Province of
Hunan.
Exim Bank of China offered the
loan as per the Memorandum of
Understanding signed between the
leaders of the two countries during
President Xi Jinping’s last visit to
Ethiopia.
Prime
Minister
Hailemariam
Dessalegn, who witnessed the
signing of the agreement in
Changsha,the capital Hunan, said
the industrial park which will
produce heavy machinery and
power equipment is unique to the
country.

With its easy access and
convenient modern transportation
system, Hunan Province is set up
to build international channels
under the Belt and Road Initiative.
Under the initiative, it will open 9
parks and 11 offices overseas, it
was learned.
Hunan Province has plans to
promote the relocation of its
equipment manufacturing capacity,
such as capacity of engineering
and machinery industry, iron and
steel industry and the exploitation
of energy resources, through
outbound investment and overseas
project contracting.

While addressing the EthiopiaHunan Investment Cooperation
Conference prior to the signing of
the agreement, Hailemariam said
the park with unique features will
enable the country to attract more
FDI.

The
province
has
been
encouraging its entrepreneurs to
invest in Ethiopia. By the end of
2016, Hunan-based companies
had invested 180 million USD in
Ethiopia. Sinceits arrival in China
on May 15, 2017, the high-level
Ethiopian delegation led by Prime
Minister Hailemariam Dessalegn
has visited 2 provinces, Hunan
being the third province.

The Premier noted that Ethiopia
can learn a lot from Hunan in
modernizing
agriculture,
industrialization, and development
and management of industrial
parks.

QATARI GROUP TO
ESTABLISH MULTIPURPOSE
REAL ESTATE PROJECT IN
ADDIS ABABA

Qatari Holding Group, Ezdan, has
signed
a
Memorandum
of
Understanding that enables it to
establish a multipurpose real
estate project in Addis Ababa with
a high-level Ethiopian delegation in
Doha.
The
agreement
signed
will
culminate in the construction of a
five-star hotel, convention center,
offices, retail outlets, and modern
restaurants and cafes on over
60,000 square meters of land.
The Group Chairman, Dr. Khalid
Bin Thani Al-Thani, said “the
project aims to support the
economic growth movement in
Addis Ababa, which is expected to
be very active during the coming
period, particularly in real estate
sector.”
He added that the company is
optimistic that its first investment
experience in Ethiopia will be a
significant success, through which
it seeks to consolidate bilateral
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economic
relations
and
cooperation with the Ethiopian
counterpart.

first country in Africa to enter into
strategic partnership with China.
Since Ethiopia is considered to be
a gate to Africa, it has become a
pilot country and hub to many of
the
projects
envisaged
and
launched by China.

“In addition, we are keen to make
use of Ezdan Holding Group’s long
experience to boost the tourism
sector”, the Chairman stated.
According to him, the Group has
prepared a thorough study of the
project in terms of its economic
feasibility, location and uses.
“We expect this project to be
completed as soon as possible in
light of the swift response from the
Ethiopian side in facilitating the
procedures
and
overcoming
challenges that may face the
implementation of the project”, he
pointed out.
The
Ethiopian
side
was
represented at the Doha signing
ceremony by Mayor Deriba Kuma,
Communications Affairs Minister
Dr. Negeri Lencho, Ambassador
Mesganu
Arga Moach,
and
Directorate- General of Middle East
Affairs at Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Suleiman Dedefo.

CHINA ELEVATES TIES WITH
ETHIOPIA TO A STRATEGIC
LEVEL

China has elevated its ties with
Ethiopia to a strategic level. This
move was announced by Chinese
President Xi Jinping during the
discussions held in Beijing with the
visiting Ethiopian Prime Minister
Hailemariam Dessalegn.
Considering Ethiopia as a gate to
Africa, China has been working to
further consolidate the ties with the
East African nation.
“They have considered Ethiopia as
a gate to Africa. That’s the reason
for the elevation of the partnership
to a higher level”, PM Hailemariam
said. The role that Ethiopia has
been playing in ensuring peace
and stability in the region is also
another factor.
The move by China to elevate the
ties with Ethiopia displays the
momentum that the relationships
between the two countries have
reached, Hailemariam added.
According to him, Ethiopia is the

Ethiopia is a pilot country for the
industry
production
capacity
cooperation aimed to move
capacity of Chinese manufacturers
to Africa, and the Djibouti-Dakar
railway system that connects East
and West Africa that commenced
with the Ethio-Djibouti railway line.
Ethiopia has also been chosen to
be a hub for the broadband fiber
optics aimed to interconnect the
entire continent and become the
center of Africa.
Since Ethiopian Airlines is playing
important role in connecting China
with Africa, China has decided to
make Addis Ababa aviation center.
More than 80 percent of China’s
connections to Africa are being
conducted
through
Ethiopian
Airlines.
Ethiopia, Kenya and Tanzania are
the pilot countries chosen in Africa
for the realization of the belt and
road initiative and the first two are
invited to the forum. The initiative is
an ambitious development plan
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through which China wants to
boost
trade
and
stimulate
economic growth across Asia and
Africa by building massive amounts
of infrastructure connecting it to
countries around the world.
The initiative has two main prongs:
One is called the ‘Silk Road
Economic Belt’ (the belt) and the
other the ‘21st Century Maritime
Silk Road’ (the road).
The ‘road’ is not actually a road but
rather a sea route linking China’s
southern coast to east Africa and
the Mediterranean. The ‘belt’ is a
series of overland corridors
connecting China with Europe, via
Central Asia and the Middle East.

ETHIO-DJIBOUTI RAILWAY
BEGINS REGULAR TRAIL
SERVICE

The electric-powered Ethio-Djibouti
railway has started a regular trail
service.

The train which departed from FuriLebu, Addis Ababa, to Dire Dawa
today can travel at 120 kilometers
per hour.

MINISTRY PRESENTS
AMENDED TAX BILL FOR
PUBLIC DEBATE

The railway line with state-of-art
technology is expected to play a
pivotal role in enhancing the
import-export of Ethiopia, Ethiopian
Railway
Corporation
Chief
Executive Officer Dr. Getachew
Betru said.
According to him, the railway will
contribute to advancing integration
between the two countries and
further enhance bilateral economic
ties.

Ministry of Finance and Economic
Cooperation

announced

that

it

offered new tax proclamation draft

Ethiopia started trial service in
October 2016 by transporting relief
food aid from Djibouti to Ethiopia.

to public debate. The proclamation

The electrified railway line that
links Addis Ababa with port of
Djibouti provides Ethiopia with
railroad access to the sea. More
than 95 percent of Ethiopia's
foreign trade transaction passes
through Djibouti. The standardgauge railway executed by China
Railway Group and the China Civil
Engineering
Construction
Corporation, replaces the former
Ethio-Djibouti
line
that
was
powered by coal and diesel which
was built by French companies
between 1894 and 1917.

through imposing tax on additional

is believed to bring fair tax system

benefits and set tax standards on
rent and trade.
Briefing

journalists

about

the

content of the new draft, Ministry
Law Directorate Director Wasihun
Abate said that the proclamation
would help to ensure fair tax
system among civil servants and
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self employees and those who

proclamation.

work

According to Ethiopian Revenue

for

nongovernmental

organizations.

and

According to him the proclamation

Support

would also help to support the

Directorate

ongoing economic growth of the

Mergiya

has

World Bank is preparing a country

country through subsidizing the

prepared after the needed survey

partnership framework to guide its

annual budget that would spend for

was conducted. The proclamation

support for Ethiopia's development

the development of infrastructures

draft would be discussed by the tax

efforts via granting a loan worth 4.9

and other activities.

payers

billion

Ministry Public Relations Director

associations.

Managing

Haji Ibsa for his part noted that the

Taking essential inputs from the

Georgiev.

proclamation

the

public the proclamation believed to

After

preference of tax payers to choose

be approved by the council of

Deputy Prime Minister Demeke

paying through straight line or in

ministers, he said. As to Tesfaye

Mekonene, the Managing Director

diminishing value for depreciation

the

said

expense tax.

implemented next budget year.

contains

Customs

Authority

and

the

and

Director

States

Supervision
Tesfaye

proclamation

the

proclamation

professional

would

be

got bankruptcy, have the chance to
transfer the lose he said adding 16
new

types

of

jobs

also

got

profitability rate within the new tax

WORLD BANK SET TO
PLEDGE 4.9 BILLION USD
FOR ETHIOPIA'S DEV'T
EFFORTS

said

the

Director

holding

:

new

Kristalina

discussion

“Our

with

international

development association will be
able

On the other hand, a tax payer who

USD,

to

provide

very

sizable

support for Ethiopia for the next
three years. The support may even
go

higher

instruments

than

some

being

of

the

proposed.”
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Ethiopia

has

made

a

huge

progress in reducing the number of
people who live in poverty and to
work into an economy that taps
into the entrepreneurship potential

the World Bank in urban and rural

education, information technology,

areas.

industrial development and trade

SINGAPORE & ETHIOPIA
AGREE TO SCALE UP
COOPERATION

sectors have been implemented.
The visiting Singapore's deputy
premier has expressed interest to

of the nation, she stressed.

expand new areas of partnership.

For his part ,Demeke said :“We

He said his country is knee to work

have a structural transformation

together with Ethiopia in the fields

plan to realize the renaissance

of

journey and realize sustainable

industry

and

agro-processing,
human

resources

development and the World Bank

Singaporean

has been our major partner in what

Minister

we have achieved so far.

expressed his country’s desire to

avoidance

According to him , the support has

seek

during

been encouraging particularly in

cooperation with Ethiopia.

Business Forum held in Addis

the anti-poverty struggle, women

Teo Chee Hean made the remark

Ababa last year.

entrepreneurship

in Addis Ababa while he conferred

‘’The

infrastructural development, health

with

Minister

relations have been growing since

and education.”

Demeke Mekonnen on ways of

the business forum held , he said

It was learnt that the Managing

strengthening the two countries

and adding, that the direct flight

Director

bilateral relations.

Ethiopian

Airlines

Previous agreements signed on

commence

next

visited

development,

various

development projects supported by

new

Deputy

tourism,

Teo

Chee

areas

Deputy

of

Prime

Prime

development.

Hean

Besides, the two countries signed

economic

of

double

the

two

taxation

Ethio-Singapore

countries

economic

plans
month

to

would
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further enhance the ties.
For

his

part,

Deputy

Premier

Demeke Mekonnen said Ethiopia’s
relations
countries

with

Southeast

including

Asian

Malaysia,

Indonesia and Singapore has been
growing over the years.
The deputy premier expressed
Ethiopia’s interest to work with
Singapore in trade, tourism and
technology sectors.

EXPORT INFRASTRUCTURE
LURING MORE INVESTORS
IN ETHIOPIA

Ethiopia's huge investment in
export infrastructure is intensifying

the national effort aspiring to
become
Africa's
leading
manufacturing hub in the near
future, disclosed the Ethiopian
Investment Commission.
Commissioner
Fitsum
Arega
confirmed that the investment in
railway lines, road networks,
maritime, dry ports, airline cargo,
industrial parks, among others, are
significantly luring both foreign and
local investors to the country.
For instance, some 20 international
companies from USA, Europe and
Far East along with local ones
have already leased
factory
shades in the Hawassa Industrial
Parks. The park is expected to
create 60,000 jobs and generate
one billion USD when the factories
fully go operational, he said.
Fitsum
highlighted
that
the
investments are colossal to
encourage the private sector in a
variety of manufacturing industries
thereby
transforming
nation's
foreign trade.
Moreover, Fitsum said: “The
infrastructure provisions accelerate
swift trade exchange in addition to
availing less expensive means of
business transaction that puts
Ethiopia
in
a
competitive
advantage on the global business

arena.”
He also highlighted the centrality of
the notion 'speed to market' which
is particularly crucial for perishable
and
fashionable
commodities
deepening
nation's
business
culture.
Abundance of competitive labour,
temporary income tax exemptions
for investments in selected sectors,
duty-free imports of capital goods,
an excellent national airline, fast
growing
infrastructures,
competitive energy costs and the
untapped consumer markets are
key elements in attracting FDI to
Ethiopia as to the commission.

ENTERPRISE & ITS AGENTS
ADVANCING SHIPPINGLOGISTICS SERVICES

Ethiopian Shipping and Logistics
Services Enterprise along with its
agents worldwide is upgrading its
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services to higher quality and

been transported through port of

standards

global

Djibouti in the last six months.

covering

Additionally, the Enterprise served

Mesfin

about 40 per cent of the Nation's

with

achievements
worldwide

new
in

ports,

says

Arega, Enterprise Acting CEO.

exports

The Enterprise is holding its annual

corridor.

meeting here with its over 40

This year, new agents in the sector

agents worldwide, that are selected

from Brazil, Croatia, and Israel

to operate with the Enterprise in

have joined in to work with the

accordance with the Nation's trade

Enterprise, whereas agents from

flow. According to Mesfin, the

Morocco are showing interest to

meeting is a platform for the

Ethiopia, according to Mesfin.

Enterprise and the Agents to renew

Ethiopian Shipping and Logistics

commitments

Services Enterprise is the only

in

a

bid

to

through

the

per the needs of the global market.

providing a quality shipping and

The shipping and logistic services

logistics

provided

International Maritime Organization

the

Enterprise

is

dependent on the needs of the
market

available,

according

to

Mesfin. Hence, a total of 131,000
containers of imported cargo had

standards.

Egypt vowed to deny safe havens
to any destructive force that wish to
see a weak and fragile Ethiopia.
In

national

services

in

Djibouti

continuously upgrade services as

by

enterprise

EGYPT WON'T EMBRACE
FORCES DESTABILIZING
ETHIOPIA: ETHIOPIAN
SPOKESPERSON STATED

Africa

according

to

his

weekly

Spokesperson

briefing,

Meles

indicated

that

the

between

Foreign

Workneh

and

Alem

discussions
Minister

President

Dr.
Abdel

Fattah el-Sisi as well as with his
Egyptian

counterpart

Shoukry

have

tangible

results

Sameh

brought
in

about

terms

of

cooperating to fight terrorism.
Dr.

Workneh

highlighted

the
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damage the past unrest inflicted

Renaissance

both on human lives and property

spokesperson said understanding

to the president as well as the

has been created on the positive

foreign minister.

outcomes of the Dam to Nile lower

He also told the two officials that

riparian countries underscoring the

forces which Ethiopia declared

need for consolidating the Tripartite

terrorist were behind the unrest.

National dialogue.

Abdel Fattah el-Sisi and Sameh

Stating Dr. Workneh’s visit to Egypt

Shoukry also affirmed that Egypt

as fruitful, the spokesperson noted

would no longer embrace such

that both sides also said the

terrorists that operate under the

generation

guise of opposition, Meles stated.

opportunity to open a new chapter

Dr. Workneh also delivered Prime

of promoting mutual cooperation.

Minister Hailemariam Dessalegn’s

Both parties expressed desire to

letter to the president.

enhance the two countries age-

In his message, Prime Minister

long people-to-people relations and

Hailemariam
frequent

stressed

exchange

consultations
bolstering

would

the

two

Grand

has

the

got

historic

role

exchanged views on regional and

visits

and

international

play

in

issues

of

mutual

concern, Meles noted.

countries

Ethiopian

The investment flow from Middle
East countries has shown steadily

the

relations.
Concerning

Dam,

MIDDLE EAST INVESTMENT
STEADILY INCREASING IN
ETHIOPIA

progress over the past five years,
the

Ethiopian

Investment

Commission disclosed.
Some

172

investment

projects

owned by Saudi Arabia, United
Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Yemen
and Israel have gone operational
with an aggregate capital over Nine
billion Birr from March 2012 - 2017.
The stated investment projects
have so far created over 29,000
permanent and temporary jobs.
Middle East companies are largely
involved in areas of manufacturing
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industries,

agro-

some 14 projects are underway

Aluminum Factory, which were set

construction

with local companies amounting to

up in joint venture with local firms

sectors.

over 1 billion Birr. The projects

are among UAE investments.

Accordingly, Derba Cement, Saudi

have already created over 3,300

For instance, the 9.1 million USD

Star Agricultural Development Plc,

permanent and temporary jobs.

investment,

Julphar Pharmaceuticals Plant as

Derba Cement Factory is one of

Pharmaceuticals industry has been

well as Mazza Mango Bottling are

the

Saudi

producing solid and liquid dosage

among the operational projects.

investment which was inaugurated

forms of medicines in Ethiopia

Saudi Arabia is the leading country

in 2012 at a cost of 351 million

since in 2013.

in

processing,

its

agriculture,
and

engagement

major

projects

of

with

28

USD producing 25 million quintals

both

at

of cement a year. It is significantly

individual and joint venture levels.

contributing its share to address

“Saudi is the 4th largest foreign

the shortage of cements in the

investor in Ethiopia.”

country.

Saudi projects with an aggregate

UAE is the second largest Middle

capital of close to seven billion Birr

East country investing in Ethiopia

have created 10,000 permanent

and over the past five years, 20

and temporary jobs. The tycoon

companies have invested over 360

Sheikh Mohammed Hussein Ali Al-

million Birr in various projects.

Amoudi has the lion’s share of the

Julphar

investment.

Industry, Mazza Mango Bottling

As to the joint venture business,

Plant

operational

projects

Gulf

and

Al

Pharmaceutical

Ghurair

Group's

the

Julphar

ETHIO-KENYA HIGHWAY
NEARING COMPLETION
REALIZING BORDER TOWN
DEVELOPMENT

Following
African
Union
Assembly's adoption of Boosting
Intra African Trade in 2012,
countries of the continent busied
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themselves integrating major cities,
towns
and
seaports
with
neighboring countries and beyond
through transport infrastructure.

The program envisages making
Moyale town a business center,
and the road inevitably would bring
this ambition into reality.

The endeavor is expected to
foster trade
among
African
countries which stands at nearly 12
per cent presently and to achieve
the aspiration of Africa as
expressed in Agenda 2063 “a
prosperous Africa based on
inclusive growth and sustainable
development.”

Apart from enabling Ethiopia to
access Mombasa port, the AddisNairobi-Mombasa highway would
interconnect East African region as
Ethiopia is working integrate with
countries including Tanzania.

Ethiopia, being one important
regional player in the volatile Horn,
is investing in bulks to integrate the
region through road and electricity
thereby benefiting itself as well as
the million of people of the subregion. The Addis Ababa-NirobiMombassa corridor is a case in
point in this regard which
received a 5.6-billion Birr fund
from African Development Bank.
According to Ethiopian Roads
Authority Public Relations Director
Samson
Wondimu,
the
construction of the 502 km road is
being carried out in six phases also
connecting zones in Oromia and
Southern Nations, Nationalities,
and Peoples states with Kenya.
And he is hopeful that the entire
road corridor would be open for
traffic soon.

The road project is part of the
Trans-African Highway, CairoCape town project, which crossed
the Ethio-Kenya border town
Moyale

TECNO FORMS NEW
CORPORATE STRUCTURE,
MERGES FACTORIES

The assembler of the iconic Tecno
Mobile and phone accessories in
Ethiopia, Weiguo Yu and Junjie
Lui, has formed a new corporate
structure by merging its two
factories that are located in Addis

Ababa.
From now on, the two companies
will be renamed as Transsion
Manufacturing PLC. Following the
new formation, Transsion PLC will
be under the umbrella Transsion
Holdings-China.
Tecno Mobile was established in
2008 in Hong Kong. Tecno which
was founded as Tecno Telecom
Limited later changed its name to
Transsion Holdings with Tecno
Mobile serving as one of its
subsidiaries.
The Ethiopian version Transsion, in
addition to Tecno and itel brand
mobiles, will also include Syinix
home appliances. The company
has officially announced the
commencement
of
the
new
corporate structure, on May 24,
2017 at Hilton Addis.
Ethiopia is the only country in
Africa where Transsion Holding
has a presence.
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At the launching event it was said
that the company will no longer
handle its product under two
separate companies. Following the
merger, Transsion will take all the
liabilities and asset that were under
the two plants.

“What we had in mind when we
first began our business in Ethiopia
was trade business – importing
products and sell the imports to the
local market,” Girma, one of the
founders and a partner of Tecno
Mobile, said.

The plants in Alem Gena and Gofa
employ over 1,600 people. It has
also a production capacity of
producing one million mobile
phones and tablet computers in a
month. Over the past four months
of this year, it has already exported
products worth some 16.6 million
dollars.

However,
following
a
recommendation
from
the
government we changed our
business to manufacturing, he
said.

Last year, the company has
managed to export 19.6 million
dollars of mobile devices. For the
current fiscal year, the company
has targeted to increase its export
to 40 million dollars.
Forming its business in Ethiopia
ten years ago, Tecno first launch
its assembly line around Meskel
Flower.

One of the plants – either in Alem
Gena or Gofa – will be a dedicated
assembler of refrigerators and
other electronics items.
The new plant in the ICT village will
accommodate
around
2,000
workers. Along with this, the
company has planned to boost its
export value to 300 million dollars
by the end of the second Growth
and Transformation Plan (GTP-II).

ZTE PLANS TO DEEPEN ITS
ROOTS IN ETHIOPIA

ZTE Corporation, a Chinese
multinational
company,
partly
owned by the Chinese government
shared its latest solutions and its
vision at a well-attended gathering
at Sheraton Addis on Wednesday
May 24. The theme of the
conference was – “Power the
Future for the Ethiopian Industry”.
As Ethiopia attempts to reach
industrialized status in less than a
decade,
it
has
made
a
concentrated attempt to lure
foreign investors and China has
been its most preferred destination.
Fresh from an audience with Prime
Minister Hailemariam Dessalegn
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with ZTE president Zhao Xianming
at the One Belt, One Road (OBOR)
forum in Beijing, ZTE Ethiopia
CEO, Jack Li gave a presentation
on the pioneering work of the
company in Ethiopia, now in its
17th year.
He reflected on some of the works
including its efforts, such as the
establishment of the enterprise
network
sales
center
that
integrated IT solutions in areas of
energy, transportation and public
utilities. According to the president,
“It was also instrumental in how it
helped integrate professional and
efficient integrated solutions with
over 30 cross-application scenarios
and over 80 industry oriented subprograms”.
ZTE is believed to be a pioneering
company in Ethiopia, having
ventured much earlier than most
multinational Chinese companies.
It has had a long-term cooperation
on the telecom, ICT and now
electricity
to
strengthen
the

partnership, as the power sector in
Ethiopia continues to show much
promise.

of leveraging its 5G and smart
cities technology across many
countries, including within Ethiopia.

The Ethiopian Electric Utility (EEU)
and Ethiopian Electric Power
(EEP) are long-term partners of the
company.
As
communication
network solutions, it is known to
provide security, scalability and
manageability for creating end-toend smart grid communication
network.

On his frequent visits to China and
to the HQ of ZTE, Prime Minister
Hailemariam has praised the
company
as
a
“significant
trustworthy strategic partner to
Ethiopia” and one he hopes “that
both parties will enhance the
cooperation in the future”.

One of the leading comprehensive
telecommunications
and
ICT
solution providers in the world, it
was the one of the first to take
advantage of the potential of the
private network department in
Ethiopia. It has been a trusted
partner on a slew of government
projects,
including
the
establishment of expanded mobile
phone network and the increase of
3G internet access across the
country.
The company is also in the process

THE FIRST ENGINE FACTORY
OPENS IN ETHIOPIA

The factory lies on a 30ha plot of
land and was erected with 350
million Birr
The
new
engine
plant
manufactures three types of
engines used for Bajajes to
construction machinery with a
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production
manufacturing
annually.

capacity
of
20,000 engines

The first engine manufacturing
plant in the country is set to be
operational in Mekele, Tigray
Regional State, with a 350 million
Br investment from the local
military base corporation.
Named
as
Mekelle
Engine
Production Factory, the company is
established by one of the 15
subsidiary companies under the
Metal & Engineering Corporation
(MetEC), the Ethiopian Power
Engineering Industry (EPEI).
Mekelle Engine Production Factory
has a production capacity of
manufacturing 20,000 engines
annually. It produces three types of
engines; small, medium and heavy
engines used for different purposes
including for vehicles, water pumps
and power generators. The small
engines are for Bajaj, pumps,
power generators and walking
tractors; medium engines are for
buses and trucks, and heavy
engines are for construction
machinery such as loaders,
excavators and graders.
The construction of the company
started in 2015 and was completed
last year, and currently, it is piloting

production.
The company was initiated after
various questions were raised
during
the
Ethio-Metal
and
Engineering
International
Exhibition that was held in 2012,
according to Mossa Yimame (Maj.)
deputy general manager and
marketing and sales head of EPEI.
Lying on a 30ha plot of land, the
company currently hires 400
permanent workers. It also secured
an area in Bikiltu, Wolega, Oromia
Regional State, to explore iron ore
as an input for the production of
engines.
From the total inputs used to
manufacture the engines, about
60pc of the inputs are produced
locally by sister companies of the
EPEI and the enterprises that are
operating under it, according to
Ashenafi Biru, head of promotion
and advertising at EPEI.
The
factory
targets
local
operational vehicle assemblers in
the country, which are currently 18,
out of the total 104 foreign and
domestic
vehicle
assembly
investment projects which obtained
licenses from
the Ethiopian
Investment Commission (EIC) up
until last year.
Bishoftu Automotive Engineering

Industries, Akaki Basic Metal
Industry,
Debre
Berhan
Construction Machinery Industry
and Adama Agricultural Machinery
Industry, all of which are operating
under MetEC, are the major
companies, the engine factory is
targeting as its customers.
The Company is on a final deal
with Bishoftu Automotive to supply
engines for the vehicles it is
assembling, according to Mossa.
They are also working on a deal
with Adama Agricultural Machinery
Industry to provide them engines
for the tractors and agricultural
vehicles they are manufacturing.
“The product will help us to
increase the rate of value addition
on
the
vehicles
we
are
assembling,”
Metafer
Beshahwured
(Maj.),
Bishoftu
Automotive’s
deputy
general
manager for marketing and sales
told Fortune. Bishoftu Automotive
currently adds 30-55pc value on
the vehicles it is manufacturing
locally.
“We also agreed with the Addis
Abeba Transport Bureau to supply
engines, with its 251 cars that are
out of service due to a problem that
has arisen from their engines and
could not be fixed because of a
Letter of Credit (LC) problem to
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import the
Mossa.

spare

parts,”

said

In 2016, the country imported
515.2 million dollars worth of
engines, engine spare parts and
accessories. And in the past four
months of this year, the amount
has reached 101 million dollars.
Established five years ago, EPEI
registered a turnover of 1.6 billion
Br during the last fiscal year.
Including the engine factory, EPEI
has seven companies under it,
engaging
in
producing
transformers, turbines, solar panels
and wires and cables. Currently, it
has 2,500 employees.

partnership with Hyundai Motor
Manufacturing, in the outskirts of
the city.
Marathon is expected to officially
sign a deal with the South Korean
giant, Hyundai, by the beginning of
the week, on May 29, 2017 in the
presence of executives from both
sides. The project is likely to cost
400 million Br.
Located along Tulu Dimtu Road,
Nefas Silk District, the plant will
have an installed capacity to
assemble between 2,000 and
2,500 automobiles every year. The
company will add a value of 30pc
on every car it produces.
The plant was originally planned to
be built six years ago.

HYUNDAI SET TO ASSEMBLE
IN ETHIOPIA

After over seven years of importing
vehicles to the local market,
Marathon Motors Engineering Plc
is to construct a commercial
vehicle
assembly
plant
in

“It was delayed due to challenges
in getting land from the city
administration and technical issues
at Hyundai,” said Melkamu Assefa,
CEO of Marathon.
Marathon, which has been a sole
importer of Hyundai since its
establishment,
obtained
30,000sqm of land to construct the
plant from Addis Abeba City
Administration three months ago.
“Hyundai EON and Grand i10 are
among the models that will be
assembled at the plant,” Melkamu
added.

As a first step to erect the
assembly, Marathon contracted
GERETTA Consulting Architects
and Engineering Plc for the
designing work, which is already
completed
and
awaiting
an
approval from Hyundai Motors.
Previously GERETTA participated
in the design and supervision of
the Oromo Cultural Centre, Snap
Plaza, the Burkina Faso Embassy
and Zefmesh Grand Mall, among
others.
The opening of the assembly is
expected to save foreign exchange
for the country which is dominated
by used cars, accounting 80pc of
total cars. In addition, it will reduce
the price of Hyundai cars by an
average of 16.5pc. Currently, the
price of new Hyundai cars in the
Ethiopian market ranges from
425,000 Br to 2.6 million Br.
Hyundai will be the second South
Korean assembler partnered to
open a plant in Ethiopia next to KIA
Motors, which partnered with
Belayab Motors Plc in September
2016. At that time, Belayab
invested over 150 million Br in
opening the plant, whose capacity
is to assemble 3,000 KIA vehicles
annually.
The move of Hyundai, whose first
agreement in Africa was in South
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Africa, would enable it to establish
a foothold in East Africa. Currently,
it has the same pace in eight
African countries.
Ethiopia produces about 8,000
commercial and other vehicles
annually for the home market. Lifan
Motors, Belayab Motors, and the
Metals
and
Engineering
Corporation (MetEC) are among 18
licensed assemblers in Ethiopia.
The plant, which is expected to be
operational in less than a year, will
create job opportunities for 300
individuals.
Founded
seven
years
ago,
Marathon sells more than 600 cars
annually and up until last year, it
leveraged sales of 1.8 billion Br
since its establishment. Hyundai
Motors and KIA Motors sold over
eight million vehicles globally only
in 2015.
Since its establishment, Marathon
has constructed four modern
facilities in various areas. A year
ago, it constructed 120 million Br
worth of advanced spares, sales
and service centres in Hawassa
and Addis Abeba.
Ever since the first car was brought
a century ago to the country, the
car market has been controlled by
imported products, fulfilling over

90pc of the demand in the country.
In 2009, the country imported 231
million dollars worth of vehicles.
Last year, the amount surpassed a
billion dollars.
Yet, the country’s motorisation rate
is the lowest in the world, with six
cars for 1,000 people. And car
population has reached over
750,000, which is significantly low
for a population of over 100 million.
Marathon’s effort to open a new
assembly plant was announced a
week after the first engine
manufacturing
plant,
Mekelle
Engine
Production
Factory,
became operational with an
investment capital of 350 million
Br. The engine plant, a subsidiary
of MetEC, can produce 20,000
engines every year.

ETHIOPIA GETS A CABIN
MANUFACTURING PLANT

Bishoftu Automotive Engineering
Industries, one of the subsidiaries
under the state-owned Metal &
Engineering Corporation (MetEC),
has set up a cabin manufacturing
plant worth 35 million Br.
The new facility has already started
pilot production of a cabin, an
enclosed space in a truck, for the
vehicles which the company is
manufacturing. The company has
two sections of manufacturing
plants which are designated to
make cabins for pickups and
trucks.
The first section has a production
capacity of making 11,000 cabins
for pickups annually, enrolling 190
workers.
The
second
part
manufactures 13,000 truck cabins
annually with its 350 employees.
The two companies are expected
to be fully operational in a month’s
time,
according
to
Metafer
Beshahwured
(Maj.),
Bishoftu
Automotive’s
deputy
general
manager for marketing and sales.
The new cabin plant resides inside
the
premises
of
MetEC
headquarters
in
Bishoftu
(Debrezeit), 40kms from Addis
Abeba.
Bishoftu
Automotive
Industries is one of the companies
operating
under
MetEC,
specialising in designing and
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manufacturing automotive products
and different types of machinery.
Bishoftu
Automotive
started
making the vehicles in June 2011,
by importing the parts from China
and Europe. But this time most of
the inputs including the cabins are
manufactured locally, according to
Yikunoamalk
Tesfay
(Cap.),
promotion and communications
director at MetEC.
This time, the company adds 30pc
to 55pc value on the vehicles
depending on the type of car,
according to Metafer. The lowest
addition is made to the trucks, and
the highest is done on pickups. It
manufactures
public
buses,
construction vehicles, solid and
liquid waste disposal vehicles and
cash-in-transit trucks.
Since its establishment, Bishoftu
Automotive has produced a total of
7,055 cars of which 1,957 are
public buses. Out of the total public
buses, 553 of them were supplied
to Anbessa City Bus Service
Enterprise, 410 for Public Service
Employees
Transport
Service
Enterprise, and 300 for Sheger
Express Bus System.
The other 490 buses were
distributed to regions while the
remaining were supplied to private
companies
and
government

institutions for different services
including
cross
country
transportation.
Currently, Bishoftu Automotive
works with 218 small and medium
enterprises which are providing it
input. It has a total of 3,600
employees. Its annual turnover has
reached 2.2 billion Br, with a
production
capacity
of
manufacturing 16 pickups, 10
trucks and four buses on a daily
basis.
The umbrella company, MetEC,
was incorporated in 2010, and
presently has 15 companies
operating under it, mainly engaging
in the engineering sector. These
companies consolidate 98 stateowned enterprises employing a
total of 19,500 workers including
the military base.
Besides the cabin, the company is
currently sourcing various parts of
vehicles locally including brakes,
tires, seats, bodies and leaf
springs.

the company defends that saying
they
are
improving
their
deficiencies gradually and now
they are supplying better products.
In addition to Bishoftu Automotive,
according to data from the
Ethiopian Investment Commission
(EIC), up until last year, a total of
31 foreign and 73 domestic vehicle
assembly investment projects are
licensed in the country, but only 18
of them are operational. And
currently, the country has produced
a little over 8,000 commercial and
private vehicles for the local
market.
When the two sections of the
company become fully operational,
they will work for 16 hours in a day,
according to Metafer.

DUSIT THANI RESORT
COMING TO ETHIOPIA

The company has 29 maintenance
centres scattered across the
country, operating as exclusive
maintenance centres.
Beyond this, the company is highly
criticised for delivering poor quality
products, but the management of

Covering 400,000sqm, the total
investment for the hotel is 150
million dollars
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State, 23km from Addis Abeba.
Dusit Hotels and Resorts was
founded in 1948 as Dusit
International in Bangkok, Thailand.
Fretsega
Real
Estate
&
Construction has partnered with
Dusit International Hotels and
Resorts and they are in the final
stage of bringing a Dusit Thani
resort to Ethiopia, with a 150
million dollar investment.
The agreement was signed three
weeks ago after a year-long
negotiation between the property
developer and the Thailand-based
international chain hotel was
concluded. Ozzie Business and
Hospitality Group facilitated the
deal negotiating on behalf of the
local property developers.
The Resort will have a total of 358
rooms including 58 bungalows,
rooms with a swimming pool and
garden, eight meeting halls with a
capacity of holding 100 to 1,200
people and a playground for
children. It will also feature a spa
fitness centre and a wellness
centre.
A unique feature of this Hotel will
be the area it is going to lie on. The
owners of the Hotel have acquired
a 400,000 square meter plot of
land in Legadadi, Oromia Regional

GERETTA Consulting Architects
and Engineers Plc created the
architectural design of the hotel,
Getaneh Retta, general manager
of
the
company,
confirms
to Fortune. GERETTA engages
with architectural design, project
supervision
and
contract
administration of projects and it
has previously executed the
Oromo Cultural Centre, Snap
Plaza, the Burkina Faso Embassy
and Zefmesh Grand Mall, among
others.
The Hotel is expected to be
operational after four years, and
the construction will be launched in
October 2017. Currently, the
landscape clearing of the land is
underway.
The Hotel will have nine two-storey
buildings, and each room will lie on
40sqm.
The main reason that the Hotel
owners decided to work with Dusit
Thani is the Group’s experience
and engagement in managing
resorts along with hotels, according
to a source close to the case.
Dusit Hotels
founded in
International in
Currently, the

and Resorts was
1948 as Dusit
Bangkok, Thailand.
hotels and resorts

are operating under four brands:
Dusit
Thani,
DusitD2,
Dusit
Princess and Dusit Devarana. The
Group currently administers 29
properties worldwide. It also has
hotel
schools,
which
grant
vocational
and
postgraduate
hospitality degrees.
The local property developer
Fretsega
Real
Estate
&
Construction is owned by four
individuals. They came from the
US and engage in real estate, and
that construction machinery rental
business but the company has no
online presence so far.
Dusit will be an addition to the 20
international brand hotel deals that
have been signed so far. Out of
these, six of the global brands are
already
operational
including
Radisson Blu, Sheraton, Marriot,
Hilton, Wyndham and Golden
Tulip. Two years ago, Sunshine
Business Plc and Hilton Worldwide
signed an agreement to upscale
Hilton Hawassa Resort & Spa,
which is going to have 168 rooms
with a 42 million dollar investment.
The addition of the international
chain hotel will raise the number of
starred hotels in the city, which has
now reached 111 from 58 five
years ago
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GOV’T ALLOCATES 1,600MW
FOR INDUSTRIAL PARKS

The Government of Ethiopian has
allocated 1,600MW electric power
for its industrial parks that are
envisaged to make Ethiopia’s
industrialization a reality and in the
long run make the country Africa’s
light manufacturing hub.
The 1,600MW electric power the
government recently decided to
allocate
for
industrial
parks
constitute for 37 percent of
Ethiopia’s present capacity, which
stands at 4,288 MW.
In a bid to realize the much
anticipated economic structural
change, the government has
commenced developing nine huge
industrial parks in various parts of
the nation. To generate a portion of

the required investment capital, the
government has issued Ethiopia’s
first sovereign bond in 2015 at
European capital markets. The
bond has enabled the government
to secure USD one billion that is
allotted for the construction of three
industrial parks in the towns of
Hawassa, Mekelle and Dire Dawa.
Among
them,
the Hawassa
Industrial Park, which is dedicated
only for textile and garment
manufacturing, was completed in
mid 2016 and is now operational
by
hosting
some
renowned
companies from across the world.
According to official reports, the
government planned to spend USD
five billion in the coming 10 years
for the expansion of industrial
parks that would cover textile,
leather, pharmaceutical, agroprocessing
and
other
labor
intensive factories. Intending to
draw in big foreign direct investors
to the industrial parks, the
government has offered generous

incentive packages that includes;
cheap lease fees, land provisions,
duty free imports of capital goods,
a tax break of up to 15 years, and
a very cheap electric power
supply.
To this end, the Ethiopian Electric
Power (EPP) is tasked for the
installation of high kilovolt power
transmission lines towards the
industrial parks, including the
accompanied substations.
As of this month, EPP has
managed to accomplish 85 percent
of the installation works for
Hawassa and Mekelle industrial
parks.
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